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reat potential lies in peer-to-peer networks as
a vast amount of resources are waiting to be
utilized. Several years ago, file-sharing appli-
cations like Napster and Gnutella impressively

demonstrated the possibilities for the first time. Because of
their success, peer-to-peer became synonymous with file
sharing. Nevertheless, the fundamental peer-to-peer con-
cept is general, and can be an alternative to client/server
networks for some applications. Examples are numerous
and include content delivery, media streaming, collabora-
tion tools,  and knowledge management. Compared to
established networks, peer-to-peer solutions have the
potential to offer superior scalability, fault tolerance, and
an increased number of available resources. Additionally,
peer-to-peer solutions may reduce infrastructure costs
because they take workload and traffic off servers and onto
peers. Thus, using a peer-to-peer network reduces acquisi-
tion and running costs for server hardware. This argument
gains further weight taking into account the increasing
number of end users who own powerful computers connect-
ed by high-bandwidth links.

Despite these rich possibilities, peer-to-peer applications
beyond file sharing are still rare. The reasons are not only the
popularity and omnipresence of Web-based services, but also
the lack of peer-to-peer enabling technologies. Companies
cannot afford the lengthy and costly development of their own
peer-to-peer infrastructure. In times of rapid application
development and short time-to-market requirements, middle-
ware products are needed. CORBA, EJB, COM+, and vari-
ous messaging systems ease the development of distributed
applications, but they do not incorporate features needed for

decentralized peer-to-peer environments. Although there are
no counterparts to these established middleware products yet,
there are several efforts being made in this direction. One of
the most advanced is Project JXTA,1 an open-source peer-to-
peer platform managed and mostly developed by Sun
Microsystems. Unlike first-generation peer-to-peer networks,
which are tied to a specific application, JXTA provides a gen-
eral-purpose platform targeted to meet the requirements of
numerous applications. However, JXTA is still in the matur-
ing process and leaves room for improvement: besides chang-
ing networking protocols and stability issues, there are also
concerns on performance and scalability.

The P2P Messaging System presented here focuses on
group communication in which a group comprises peers with
a specific common interest within the network. We assume
group communication especially relevant for peer-to-peer
applications, because the focus shifts from the individual net-
work node toward a group of nodes. The potential of peer-to-
peer technology lies in the collaboration of several peers,
allowing each peer to profit from others. As collaboration of a
group usually requires communication among its members, we
see an increasing need for peer-to-peer group communication.
Consequently, we believe a middleware tailored to this pur-
pose would improve the development process and peer-to-
peer applications themselves significantly. Besides the reduced
development time, the product’s quality may also profit from
the (ideally) advanced reliability, performance, and functional-
ity offered by a middleware product.
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Abstract
Peer-to-peer needs new middleware technologies and counterparts to the widely estab-
l ished CORBA, EJB, COM+, and messaging systems products. Special ly
designed middleware would release the advantages of peer-to-peer networks to a
broad spectrum of applications. Network-specific advantages like scalability,
fault tolerance, and resource availability could easily be utilized without any con-
cerns about their underlying infrastructure and resources. We address this need
with our P2P Messaging System, which focuses on high-performance group com-
munication based on a publish/subscribe model. The P2P Messaging System con-
siders the heterogeneous and dynamic character of peer-to-peer networks by an
augmented topology and its supporting features. The P2P Messaging System was
evaluated by experimental benchmark tests, and the results provide evidence of
its efficiency and scalability.

A Self-Organizing
Publish/Subscribe Middleware for

Dynamic Peer-to-Peer Networks

1 Project JXTA, Available at http://www.jxta.org
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Challenges
Designing such peer-to-peer middleware is a complex task.
We cannot rely on a static network of dedicated and mostly
centralized service providers, which are still the most common
approach. Instead, peer-to-peer networks confront us with
several new challenges:
• Shared environment: Infrastructures tend to become shared

platforms for several independent applications that may
have contrary requirements and interfere with each other.

• Scalability: The large number of nodes within a peer-to-peer
network may affect performance, latency, and reliability.

• Dynamic network: Nodes are unreliable because they may
join or leave the network at any time.

• Dynamic node characteristics: Since nodes are autonomous,
their characteristics may change. For example, concurrent
applications may decrease the available bandwidth of
nodes.

• Network heterogeneity: Each peer is unique according to its
networking and computing power, location in the physical
network, and provided services.

• Quality of service: Given an unpredictable network, the qual-
ity of network-dependent services might not be guaranteed
but improved.

• Security: The middleware should be resistant to malicious
peers. However, this extensive issue does not fall into the
scope of this article.

Peer-to-Peer Topology vs. Group
Communication
This section points out why the topology of a peer-to-peer
network conflicts with requirements of efficient group com-
munication. In a peer-to-peer network, each node is consid-
ered a peer that has at least one connection to other peers.
We assume application-dependent needs for communication
among certain peer groups. For example, there may be a
group participating in a videoconference, while another logi-
cally independent group is interested in chatting with each
other. Although these groups belong to two separate applica-
tions, they may share the peer-to-peer network. Each node
forwards all messages, but listens to only the messages belong-
ing to its group. Because the peers forming a group are usual-
ly spread randomly within the network, efficient group
communication is a nontrivial task as the location and number
of participants is not known. There are several communica-
tion concepts, which are reviewed briefly here. Simple peer-
to-peer networks, like Gnutella,2 forward messages to every
peer, while more recent approaches, like Pastry [1], imple-
ment routing mechanisms to prevent message flooding.
Another method to improve efficiency is to let elected peers
perform additional services for other peers, at the cost of los-
ing decentralism aspects. JXTA, for example, uses rendezvous
peers to cache resource data and propagate messages.

Nevertheless, peer-to-peer topology is not an ideal choice
for group communication due to several factors related to the
more or less random wiring of nodes. First, latency is usually
high, because messages have to traverse a large number of
peers that also may not be members of the group to which the
message belongs. Second, performance is degraded by slow
peers on the route. Third, the bandwidth of each peer is par-
tially consumed by traffic caused by other peers. More cen-
tralized solutions with elected service peers may also suffer

from scalability restrictions when the number of peers request-
ing services exceeds the capabilities of the service peer. Other
scalability problems apply to networks without routing. Here,
bandwidth is consumed by message flooding, which occurs
when messages are forwarded to all neighbor peers regardless
of whether the message is relevant to the recipients.

The P2P Messaging System
Our P2P Messaging System addresses the discussed mismatch
between peer-to-peer topology and group communication.
The goal is to provide a scalable, robust, and fast middleware
suited to a variety of peer-to-peer applications. It supplies
message-oriented group communication based on the pub-
lish/subscribe model, which is also used by established messag-
ing systems in different domains. In short, this model is based
on usually topic-based groups, which consist of publishers and
subscribers. Group members can be subscribers, publishers, or
both. Messages are sent by publishers and delivered to all sub-
scribers. In our case, a peer can become a member of any
number of groups in order to send and receive messages. Fur-
ther information on the system, and its concepts and algo-
rithms is available in [2].

Although the presented group communication concepts can
be used by themselves, the intention is to collaborate with
existing peer-to-peer networks like JXTA. This symbiosis
allows use of the existing services of peer-to-peer networks
(e.g., looking up peers), while providing its publish/subscribe
service to peer-to-peer applications. However, the actual mes-
sage delivery is realized by a separate infrastructure.

Before we go into detail regarding the individual concepts,
we briefly illustrate how they relate to the previously present-
ed challenges:
• Shared environment: Dynamic creation of overlay networks

provides subenvironments, which take care of individual
group requirements.

• Scalability: The overlay networks are formed using scalable
multiring topology, which adjusts dynamically to changes.

• Dynamic network: The topology reduces the dependence on
single nodes. In addition, new routes evolve dynamically,
and backup links compensate node failures and conges-
tions.

• Dynamic node characteristics: Nodes relocate within the
topology according to their characteristics. This is accompa-
nied by implicit routing that adjusts promptly.

• Network heterogeneity: Positions within the topology are
assigned according to individual peer capabilities. In this
way, less powerful peers do not slow down others, while
peers that are more powerful communicate directly with
each other.

• Quality of service: Applications can influence the delivery
process according to individual requirements.

Self-Organizing Overlay Networks
The first fundamental principle is the creation of independent
virtual overlay networks to overcome the limits of the peer-to-
peer network. To take this idea one step further, an indepen-
dent overlay network is created dynamically for each group.
Figure 1 shows a peer-to-peer network, in which the highlight-
ed peers have subscribed to a topic. Among these connected
peers, an additional overlay network (highlighted links in the
figure) for the group is constructed. In this way, groups do not
interfere with each other, and every virtual network can be
organized to consider individual resources and requirements
of groups. Another advantage of building a new virtual net-
work is the possibility to consider quality of service parame-2 http://www.gnutella.com/
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ters. The peer-to-peer network is not replaced, but comple-
mented by multiple group-based overlay networks, which pro-
vide an efficient group communication infrastructure.

According to the requirements of peer-to-peer group com-
munication, the multiring topology [3] was designed. There
are several reasons why the topology is based on rings. First,
rings are scalable in means of bandwidth, because the work-
load of any node is independent of the total number of nodes.
Second, they are easy to manage in a decentralized environ-
ment, because a node depends only on its neighbors. Third,
they can be made robust easily because of their manageability.
Each ring node is connected to two neighbor nodes in order
to form a ring. When a node wants to broadcast messages to
the other ring nodes, it sends the messages in both directions
to its neighbors. Each node receiving messages from a neigh-
bor forwards them to its other neighbor. Internally, arriving
messages are put in first in first out (FIFO) message queues
until a sender process forwards the messages. In addition, the
node keeps track of received messages by storing their unique
ID. If a message arrives more than once, the node simply
ignores it.

To overcome latency issues that occur in simple rings, the
multiring topology forms additional inner rings that provide
shortcuts to distant ring sections and therefore decrease laten-
cy. Inner ring nodes remain also in outer rings (Fig. 2). The
formation of inner rings is recursive, as each inner ring may
have another inner ring if enough nodes are available. A sys-
tem parameter q defines the ratio of inner-ring nodes to
outer-ring nodes. If this parameter is 10, for example, and the
total number of nodes (and most outer ring nodes) is 900, the
first inner ring has 90 nodes, and the innermost ring has nine
nodes.

Because inner ring nodes forward messages not only to one
neighbor, but also to neighbors in inner rings, the bandwidth
consumption of these nodes increases. This does not automat-
ically result in negative consequences because we can take
advantage of the network heterogeneity. The variety of net-
work nodes with individual capabilities can be exploited by
electing nodes with a high bandwidth as inner-ring nodes.
Consequently, the mean bandwidth of inner-ring nodes is
higher than the ones of outer rings. Because high bandwidth
networking systems often imply superior latency, this also sug-
gests a lower mean latency in inner rings. Another effect of
the inner ring formation is that powerful nodes communicate
directly with each other and are no longer limited by less pow-
erful nodes.

The election process requires keeping track of the band-
width by measuring the data throughput. Nodes verify their
bandwidth periodically as the available bandwidth may vary
because of concurrent traffic. After a node has evaluated its

bandwidth, the results are compared to the results of neighbor
nodes. Assuming a balanced ring with nodes participating in
an inner ring every q nodes request the results from its neigh-
bors in both directions within the distance q. This information
is gathered by exchanging system messages among the nodes.
If a node has superior bandwidth among the evaluated nodes,
it is elected as an inner ring node. The membership of inner
ring nodes has to be verified frequently. When powerful nodes
arrive or the available bandwidth changes due to concurrent
network traffic, less capable nodes are abandoned in inner
rings. Thus, the inner ring nodes must verify their bandwidth
and compare them to others periodically.

To ensure latency scalability, the multiring topology
depends on a balanced occurrence of inner ring nodes. If
these nodes are unbalanced, the sections that lack inner ring
nodes suffer from increased latency. To avoid this situation,
the system must balance the inner ring nodes. Each inner ring
node determines the distance in the outer ring of its inner
ring neighbors. If the distances differ by two or more, the
node swaps its position with its neighbor node, which is closer
to the more distant inner ring node. This implies that the dis-
tances are determined periodically, which is done by exchang-
ing system messages.

Minimizing Dependence on Single Nodes
While a controlled disconnect allows the P2P Messaging Sys-
tem to update links before a node quits, nodes may also quit
without warning for any reason. Because this may happen
frequently in highly dynamic networks, special precaution
must be applied as a node failure may affect other nodes.
However, the simplicity of the ring topology allows establish-
ing backup procedures easily. The proposed mechanism is
based on backup links, which remain inactive until they are
actually needed. Each node has two backup links to the
nodes next to its neighbors. When the P2P Messaging System
detects broken links to failed nodes, it removes them and
activates the backup link. The activated backup link is con-
verted to a regular link, and new backup links are established
to restore the ring completely. Backup links are also used
when a neighbor node is congested because it did not receive,

� Figure 1. Peer-to-peer and peer group layers.

� Figure 2. Outer and inner rings.
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process, or forward the data fast enough. These
mechanisms increase robustness and overall
throughput.

Implicit Dynamic Routing
Messages may arrive from several sources, especial-
ly when inner rings are involved. This improves
overall stability because node failures may be com-
pensated for by alternative routes. However, it may
also cause wasting network traffic as messages
might be delivered to nodes more than once. Dual
mode links are intended to avoid this scenario with-
out losing the improved stability. The dual mode
link mechanism decides whether a message is for-
warded immediately or not based on the following
policy. The mode of each directed link is consid-
ered primary or secondary. Primary links allow immediate
sending of messages, while secondary links must first
announce the availability of messages. Only if the receiving
side needs the announced messages are they actually sent.
This simple idea has a global impact on the network as the
network dynamically adapts to the message flow by adjusting
the mode of its links. Thus, routes that consider efficient mes-
sage flow implicitly evolve.

Quality of Service
Peer-to-peer networks are unpredictable and may impact the
message delivery and thus disrupt applications. Quality of ser-
vice (QoS) parameters can compensate some issues resulting
from the dynamic peer-to-peer network, because the applica-
tion can specify its primary requirements for the message
delivery. Despite their importance, peer-to-peer middleware
like JXTA barely offer QoS parameters. The P2P Messaging
System supports QoS parameters for messages: priority,
preservation priority, and expiration time. A key parameter is
the priority, which significantly influences the delivery process.
The application can further determine messages that should
be kept when message queues get full using the preservation
priority. Expiration time specifies when a message loses its
relevance, and can thus be discarded by the system to reduce
network traffic.

Message Protocol
The network abstraction layer allows the P2P Messaging Sys-
tem to use multiple network protocols. For example, peers
can use plain TCP adapters for low overhead, or JXTA uni-
cast pipe adapters if NAT traversal and secure communication
are required.

On top of the network abstraction layer runs a message-
based protocol that takes care of both system and user com-
munication. All exchanged messages have a common header,
which is described in Table 1. The minimal header consists of
5 bytes and therefore keeps overhead low.

The message type identifies the message and its content,
and falls in either the system (values 0–99) or user category
(values 100–254). System category messages are only internal-
ly processed and are not forwarded to the user application.
Priority and preservation priority are QoS parameters. The
Options field allows setting flags to indicate how the message
should be forwarded and if the header has extensions. For
example, optional extended header fields can be used, which
precede the application data. Based on type, length, value
(TLV) encoding, the number of extended header fields is
unrestricted.

Implementation
The P2P Messaging System is implemented in Java to be plat-
form-independent. It is also network-independent, as long as
software adapters for networks are available. There is a net-
work adapter for the JXTA peer-to-peer network and an
additional implementation that relies on dedicated service
providers. The adapter for the JXTA platform collaborates in
several ways with the peer-to-peer network. It uses JXTA dis-
covery methods to look up peers in a specific group. If the
ring is cut into segments, JXTA’s propagate pipes are used to
collect peers without neighbors in order to reconnect the ring.
The implementation allows the use of JXTA’s group authenti-
cation facilities to restrict group access. Finally, it benefits
from JXTA’s pipes as an alternative to the standard TCP
links, as these pipes can pass NATs and support security if
needed. Despite this extensive collaboration with JXTA, the
P2P Messaging System uses its own communication infrastruc-
ture with the exception of JXTA pipes.

The P2P Messaging System was compared to the reference
implementation of JXTA (version 1.0 released in February
2002). Peer-to-peer networks are highly complex because they
are heterogeneous and unlimited in size. In addition, peers
are dynamic and unpredictable, as they join and leave fre-
quently. This complexity is difficult to mirror without enor-
mous effort. Instead, we decided to use a local area network
to evaluate the two systems. Although this does not reflect the
peer-to-peer complexity, it reveals the general efficiency of
the systems. The test environment consisted of 13 identical
computers, each equipped with a 1.7 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor, 256 Mbytes RAM, and a 100 Mb Ethernet adapter.
The virtual machine was Sun’s Java 1.3.1 implementation run-
ning in Client Hotspot mode on Microsoft Windows 2000.
During the experiments, the message rate was observed
depending on the number of receiving peers and message size.
One dedicated sender peer constantly sent messages to the
group.

The P2P Messaging System constantly provided data rates
that were several times higher than those of JXTA’s propa-
gate pipe (Fig. 3). The diagram, which is based on the results
of 11 receiving peers, reveals that the P2P Messaging System
is less dependent on message size and achieves high data rates
even with small message sizes. The rate stabilizes with a grow-
ing message size because the data rate is limited by the net-
working hardware. In contrast, JXTA did not reach the limits
and always stayed below the network potential. Furthermore,
JXTA could not deliver messages at a size of 100,000 bytes.

Figure 4 illustrates the scalability behavior of the two sys-
tems during the experiments. Based on the results of testing
with three receiving peers, it was measured whether the data

� Table 1. Header field descriptions.

0..7 Message type Identifies the message

8..11 Priority QoS message priority

12..15 Preservation QoS message preservation priority — determines
priority messages to be dropped if queues are full

16..23 Options Bits 0,1: Forwarding mode
Bit 2: Extended length
Bit 3: Sender ID and sequence
Bit 4: Extended headers fields
Bits 5–7: Future use

24..39 Length Length of message including headers and
application data

Bits Field Description
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rate increases or decreases when further peers join the group
communication. JXTA’s message rate dropped with an
increasing number of receivers, which may be a sign for limit-
ed scalability. On the other hand, the P2P Messaging System
demonstrated its scalable character, as the message rate did
not decrease with an increasing number of receivers. This can
be explained by the decentralized topology. Unlike systems
relying on dedicated servers, the workload is shared among
the group participants. Thus, the workload of a typical peer is
not affected by growing group sizes. The figure reveals that
the results for the P2PMS improved with increasing group
size. This result may be unexpected but becomes clearer when
one considers that fewer peers cause message collisions
because routes are more constant. Further results are present-
ed in [2].

The reason for the contrary results may partially relate to
JXTA’s propagate pipe principles and implementation issues,
which seem to be immature and not yet optimized. This
becomes more understandable considering that JXTA is still a
new and emerging technology that provides broad functionali-
ty. On the contrary, the P2P Messaging System used an infras-
tructure that was particularly designed and optimized to meet
requirements of efficient group communication.

Related Work
While early peer-to-peer research concentrated on file shar-
ing, peer-to-peer is increasingly considered a technology for a
variety of applications [4]. Likely, approaches will emerge that
combine peer-to-peer networks with group communication.
One of these systems [5] merges principles of the distributed
lookup service Chord [6] and the content-based notification
service Rebeca [7]. Similar systems [8] include Hermes and
CovAdv, which run on a simulated peer-to-peer network
based on Pastry [1]. Further group communication services
that do not directly relate to peer-to-peer systems are dis-
cussed in [9].

Scribe [10] and JXTA are more closely related to our P2P
Messaging System approach, sharing the notion of explicitly
formed groups. Consequently, we discuss these systems in
more detail and compare them to the P2P Messaging System.

Scribe from Microsoft Research is a topic-centric
publish/subscribe messaging system based on the peer-to-peer
platform Pastry [1]. Pastry utilizes routing mechanisms to
increase scalability. Each Pastry node stores routing informa-
tion in a routing table containing information about distant
peers and a leaf set containing its direct neighbors. Scribe
depends on Pastry to route messages to their destinations.

Topics are accessed with a unique ID that consists of the hash
of the topic’s textual name and its creator’s name. Scribe
elects the Pastry node whose ID is numerically closest to the
topic ID as the topic rendezvous point and root of the multi-
cast tree. Each Scribe subscriber is connected to the root via
Pastry connections. A message to be published is forwarded to
the multicast tree root using the Pastry connections, or may
be sent directly if the root is known to the publisher. Scribe’s
approach has several disadvantages. Because it relies on Pas-
try, the group communication is limited by the Peer-to-Peer
topology as we pointed out before. Further, the multicasting
tree is formed without considering efficiency issues. It imposes
a higher workload, especially on the root and the nodes near
it, without determining if they are powerful enough. Over-
loaded nodes may decrease the message delivery efficiency.

JXTA’s protocols are available to the public, and are inde-
pendent of programming languages and platforms. The refer-
ence implementation is developed in Java, but other languages
like Java Micro Edition, C, Smalltalk, and Perl are supported.
In addition to peers, it introduces the concept of rendezvous
and relay peers, which supply additional services like forward-
ing discovery requests and routing. Both rendezvous and relay
peers have to be set up explicitly. As JXTA is a general net-
work, it tries to separate peers of a common application into
peer groups. Joining a peer group may require an authoriza-
tion. All resources are described by advertisements, which are
based on XML documents published in the network. The
communication model is based on message-oriented pipes that
automatically take care of routing and adjustment to node
failures. JXTA supplies several pipe types: unidirectional,
bidirectional, propagation, and secure. A propagate pipe is a
group communication method that can be used by any num-
ber of receivers and senders. It is unreliable, and messages
may be lost without any notification. Reliable pipes exist only
for unicast.

Although the presented systems provide similar functionali-
ty, their implementations differ in many ways. Table 2 gives
an overview of their concepts and compares their approaches.

Conclusion
The lack of middleware still complicates developing peer-to-
peer applications. After identifying several challenges for

� Figure 4. Scalability: data rate growth/reduction with increas-
ing number of group participants.
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peer-to-peer middleware, the P2P Messaging System is pre-
sented. Several concepts such as multiring topology, backup
links, implicit routing, QoS support, and message protocol are
discussed. A self-organizing system is outlined that adapts to a
dynamic network. The results of the experimental benchmarks
outperformed JXTA, and supported our claims regarding effi-
ciency and scalability. Finally, a comparison revealed that the
P2P Messaging System is more suited to the requirements of
effective group communication than related systems.

However, some limitations apply to our approach. The
infrastructure is complex and consists of several techniques
that interrelate with each other. This might not be necessary
for all applications. In addition, the maintenance overhead,
which is mostly related to the management of inner rings and
dual mode links, is not fully analyzed yet. We do not consider
the overhead critical, but it might have influence under some
circumstances. Lastly, our approach intentionally establishes
many links between the network nodes to improve the deliv-
ery. This might not be appropriate for all networks and appli-
cations. Nevertheless, we are confident that further research
and practical tests will help us in refining our concepts.
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� Table 2. System comparison.

Group formation Topic subscription Topic subscription Peer group membership, propagate pipe

Node roles Peers Peers Peers, rendezvous peers

Topology Multi-ring Tree built on Peer-to-Peer Peer-to-peer with dedicated rendezvous
network peers

Scalability increasing Topology, implicit routing, Topology, routing Routing, separation of peer groups
measures separation of groups

Quality of service Priority, preservation priority, None None
parameters expiration time, delivery mode

Message filters Yes No No

Multicast messages traverse Yes No No
only nodes in the group

Dynamic consideration of Yes No No
individual node characteristics
and network heterogeneity

Message loss scenarios Failure of multiple nodes Failure of a single node Failure of a single node

Adjustment to node failures Activation of backup links, Local restoration of
restoration of regular links subscriptions necessary (Insufficient information available)

P2P Messaging System Pastry/Scribe JXTA propagate pipe


